Thalamic Proteome Changes and Behavioral Impairments in Thiamine-deficient Rats.
Thiamine deficiency (TD) has been used as an experimental model in rodents to study the molecular mechanisms of neurodegeneration and its association with behavioral changes. The aims of the present study were to investigate the spatial cognitive performance of pyrithiamine-induced thiamine deficiency (PTD) in adult male rats and disclose the thalamic proteome alterations caused by a severe TD episode. After the onset of the neurological signs, such as seizure and/or loss of righting reflex, the TD treatment was interrupted. Following 15 days of recovery, all rats were submitted to the spatial cognitive tasks in the Morris Water Maze (MWM). The results show that the PTD rats exhibited deficits during the learning process, which was reverted by repeated training. However, despite the spatial cognitive recovery, some protein changes were not reversible. The proteomic analysis, using label-free quantification, revealed deregulation of 183 thalamic proteins. Using bioinformatic tools, these proteins were categorized according to Gene Ontology functional annotation and metabolic pathways. We show that a severe TD affects proteins involved in different biological processes, such as, oxidative stress, neurotransmitter synthesis and synaptic vesicle cycle. These could explain the outcome in neurotransmitter release changes caused by TD, previously observed by our group and by other authors. These findings disclose the role of key proteins and metabolic pathways probably involved in the neurodegeneration process induced by TD. These proteins represent relevant molecular targets for future studies focusing also on the molecular basis of selective vulnerability of some brain areas to TD insult.